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Abstract
Let X : T2 ! MN C be a positive hermitian X P 0 matrix-valued function on the
bitorus with
R R
T2
log det X > ÿ1 and R R
T2
kXk <1. Then X is the L1-limit of FjF j ,
where Fj is a N  Nj rectangular bi-analytic matrix function. A continuous and strictly
positive hermitian X : T2 ! MN may be factored as FF  with F an N 1 analytic
operator function. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the linear prediction problem for CN -valued weakly stationary stochastic
processes, it is helpful to factorize positive hermitian distribution functions
Xh eih 2 T as Xh  F eihF eih, where F eih are the almost everywhere
radial limits of an analytic function F : D! MN C with
R
T
kF eihk2MN dh <1.
A classical theorem of Wiener–Masani asserts that such an F exists wheneverR
T
log det Xhdh=2p > ÿ1 [10, p. 148].
In this paper we achieve an analogue for matrix function on the bitorus. We
write z;w for the complex co-ordinates of a point in the bidisc D2, and
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eih; ei/ or h;/ for a point on T2. A suitably dierentiable function is said to
be analytic if of =oz  of =ow  0, and to be subharmonic if o2f =ozoz
o2f =owow P 0. We denote by MN or MN C the space of N  N complex ma-
trices, equipped with its usual norm arising from its realization as operators
CN ! CN on Euclidean space. Positive hermitian means hXn; niP 0 n 2 CN .
Theorem 1. Let X : T2 ! MN be a positive hermitian matrix function withZ Z
T2
Xh;/k kMN
dh
2p
d/
2p
<1 1:1
and Z Z
T2
log det Xh;/ dh
2p
d/
2p
> ÿ1: 1:2
Then there exists an increasing sequence of integers Nj, and rectangular analytic
trigonometric polynomials Fj with N  Nj-matrix coefficients, such that, as
j!1, Fjh;/Fjh;/ ! Xh;/ almost everywhere and in L1T2; MN , withZ Z
T2
log det Xh;/ dh
2p
d/
2p
 lim
j!1
Z Z
T2
 log det Fjh;/Fjh;/ dh
2p
d/
2p
: 1:3
Further, if X is continuous, we can choose the Fj with FjF j ! X, uniformly on T2.
The basic factorization is proved in Section 2, and the proof is completed by
an approximation argument in Section 3. In the course of the proof, we obtain
a stronger result when X is continuous and strictly positive hermitian; under
these hypotheses we obtain further information about the right-hand side of
(1.3) which we state in Theorem 4.
In the one-variable case, an invaluable tool is the outer function construc-
tion, which depends upon the fact that the real parts of Hardy space H 2T
functions are precisely the real L2T functions [8]. This is not valid for the
Hardy space H 2T2 over the bitorus: we note that Xh;/  3ÿ13
eihÿ/  eÿihÿ/ is a positive density on T2 which cannot be factored as j ef j2
with f : D2 ! C analytic. Consequently we have to use quite dierent methods
to construct functions.
An essential feature of the proof of our main Theorems 1 and 4 is the use of
rectangular analytic matrix functions F  rowf1 f2 f3 . . . whose entries are
N  N blocks. This was suggested by proofs of von Neumann’s theorem on
polynomials in a contraction operator on Hilbert space. Blecher and Paulsen
[1] introduced the class of N  N -matrix functions on the k-torus Tk which may
be factored as
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P h1; h2; . . . ; hk  C0D1h1; . . . ; hkC1D2h1; . . . ; hk . . . Dmh1; . . . ; hkCm
1:4
for some m <1, where the Cj are constant rectangular matrices with kCjk < 1,
and the Djh1; h2 . . . ; hk are diagonal matrix functions with leading diagonal
entries exp i
Pk
j1 njhj involving integers nj P 0. Such P are dense in the open
unit ball of the operator algebra OANk0 
MN . Clearly any such P is an an-
alytic matrix polynomial with kP h1; . . . ; hkk < 1.
Ando’s dilation theorem is equivalent to the assertion that, for k  2, any
analytic matrix polynomial with kPh1; h2k < 1 admits of a factorization such
as (1.4); this identifies the bidisc algebra with the universal operator algebra
OAN20 generated by two commuting contractions [1, Corollary 2.10]. How-
ever, it is known that OAN30, the universal operator algebra generated by
three commuting contractions, is not the tridisc algebra [1, Example 2.4; 5].
Thus our proof of Proposition 2 does not extend to dimensions greater than
two.
In [9] Marzetta considers linear prediction for stationary processes indexed
by the lattice of integral points in the plane. A special total ordering is used to
specify past and future, and the linear prediction problem for analytic posi-
tive-definite auto-correlation arrays is solved by means of a 2ÿ D Levinson
algorithm. The Fourier coecients of such autocovariance functions are as-
sumed to be of exponential decay, and the factorization achieved is one-sided
in one variable only. This current paper provides an operator–theoretic ap-
proach to the results of [9], and shows that factorization holds under weaker
hypotheses.
We do not know whether the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 4 remain valid
in higher dimensions.
2. Rectangular analytic matrix factorization
In this section we obtain a version of Theorem 1 in the context of continuous
X. We begin with an approximate factorization lemma involving square ana-
lytic matrices.
Lemma 2. Let X be a trigonometric polynomial over T2, with N  N -matrix
coefficients, which satisfies 06Xh;/6 IN . Then, given e > 0 one can find B0
and G0, analytic trigonometric polynomials with N  N -matrix coefficients,
satisfying
X
 ÿ B0IN ÿ G0G0B0MN < e 2:1
and for which kB0k; kG0k6 1, uniformly on T2.
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Proof. Adding eIN to X if necessary, we can assume that X is uniformly positive,
and hence invertible, on T2. We can write Xh;/  Ah;/Bh;/, where A
and B are analytic trigonometric polynomials with N  N matrix coecients,
and kAh;/kMN , kBh;/kMN 6 1 for all h;/ 2 T2. In view of the fact that
X  X, we can write
X  1
4
A  BA B ÿ Aÿ BAÿ B: 2:2
Further, X P 0; so kAÿ Bnk6 kA Bnk for all n 2 CN . By Douglas’
lemma [11, p. 143], we can choose a N  N -matrix-valued function G with
kGh;/k6 1 so that GA B  Aÿ B. The matrix A B is invertible
since X is invertible, and so Gh;/ is continuous. By Fejer’s theorem, as in
(3.2) below, we can approximate G, uniformly on T2 by a trigonometric
polynomial G0 to within e. Multiplying G0 by expin1h in2/ with n1 and n2
large ensures that G0 is analytic, without changing G0G0. We can take
B0  A B=2 and this G0 to obtain (2.1) from (2.2). 
To extend this to strictly positive continuous functions we use an iterative
argument.
Corollary 2. Let X0 be a continuous and strictly positive hermitian N  N matrix
function on the bitorus with 0 < X06 IN . Then there exist: g > 0; continuous
N  N matrix functions Xj j P 1; and analytic trigonometric polynomials Gj;Bj
j P 0 with N  N matrix coefficients such that
Xj1  Xj ÿ BjIN ÿ GjGj Bj j P 0 2:3
and
0 < 2ÿ1gXj6Xj16 2ÿ1Xj j P 0: 2:4
Hence we have a uniformly convergent series X0 
P1
j0 BjIN ÿ GjGj Bj .
Proof. Let g  minf1=3; inf det X0h;/; h;/ 2 T2g, so that X0 P gIN on the
bitorus. We consider 1ÿ gX; by Fejer’s theorem there exists m so large that
the trigonometric polynomial 1ÿ gKmX0 satisfies
k1ÿ gX0 ÿ 1ÿ gKmX0k < g2=4;
giving
1ÿ gX0 ÿ 4ÿ1g2IN 6 1ÿ gKmX06 1ÿ gX0  4ÿ1g2IN : 2:5
We now apply Lemma 2 with e  g2=4 and X  1ÿ gKmX0 to obtain analytic
trigonometric polynomials G0 and B0 with N  N matrix coecients so that
kXÿ B0IN ÿ G0G0B0k < e, from whence
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1ÿ gX0 ÿ 2ÿ1g2IN 6B0IN ÿ G0G0B06 1ÿ gX0  2ÿ1g2IN : 2:6
Hence we have
1ÿ 3g=2X06B0IN ÿ G0G0B06 1ÿ g=2X0 2:7
and consequently X1  X0 ÿ B0IN ÿ G0G0B0 satisfies
2ÿ1gX06X16 2ÿ13gX06 2ÿ1X0: 2:8
The remaining terms are constructed recursively, and the induction step is
similar to the preceding argument. We suppose Xj constructed, and note that
by repeated application of (2.4)
Xj P 2ÿ1gXjÿ1 P 2ÿ2g2Xjÿ2 P    P 2ÿjgjX0 P 2ÿjgj1IN : 2:9
Let e  2ÿjÿ2gj2. We consider 1ÿ gXj, and select m so large that
1ÿ gXj ÿ eIN 6 1ÿ gKmXj6 1ÿ gXj  eIN : 2:10
We now apply Lemma 2 to 1ÿ gKmXj with this e, and achieve Gj and Bj with
1ÿ gXj ÿ 2eIN 6BjIN ÿ GjGj Bj 6 1ÿ gXj  2eIN : 2:11
By our choice of e we have ensured that Xj1  Xj ÿ BjIN ÿ GjGj Bj satisfies
2ÿ1gXj6Xj16 2ÿ13gXj6 2ÿ1Xj: 2:12
This completes the induction step, and the result follows. 
Proposition 2. Let X0 be a continuous and strictly positive hermitian N  N-
matrix-valued function on the bitorus. Then there exist analytic trigonometric
polynomials fj with N  N matrix coefficients such that F  rowf1 f2 f3 . . .
satisfies
X0h;/  F h;/F h;/: 2:13
Proof. In this special case of the bitorus, we can decompose the summands
introduced in Corollary 2 into simpler terms, generally involving larger ma-
trices. Clearly we need only consider the summand B0IN ÿ G0G0B0. Blecher
and Paulsen [1, Corollary 2.9] have shown there exist: m <1; rectangular
constant matrices Ck; and diagonal matrices Dk with leading diagonal entries
involving the monomials expin1h in2/, with n1; n2 P 0, for k  0; 1;2; . . . ;m;
so that
G0h;/  C0D1h;/C1D2h;/ . . . Dmh;/Cm; 2:14
with kCkk6 1 and kDkh;/k6 1. Noting that DkDk  I for each k, we have a
telescoping sum
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I ÿ G0G0  I
ÿ ÿ C0C0 C0D1Iÿ ÿ C1C1D1C0
 C0D1C1D2I
ÿ ÿ C2C2D2C1D1C0
     C0D1C1 . . . DmI
ÿ ÿ CmCmDm . . . C1D1C0 2:15
with m 1 terms. The identity matrices involved in this formula are typically of
dierent sizes, and m is not given explicitly. We proceed by taking an analytic
square root of the kth term and left-multiplying by B0; letting
gk  B0C0D1C1 . . . DkI ÿ CkCk 1=2 k  0; 1; . . . ;m 2:16
we thus obtain analytic trigonometric N  Nk matrix polynomials with
B0IN ÿ G0G0B0 
Xm
k0
gkh;/gkh;/ eih; ei/ 2 T: 2:17
Adding zero columns to each gk, if necessary, we can suppose that N divides
each Nk. We obtain the required fj as the N  N sub-blocks of the gk.
Consequently we can obtain analytic trigonometric polynomials fj with
N  N matrix coecients such that
X0h;/ 
X1
j1
fjh;/fjh;/: 2:18
Since the unit ball of CN is compact, this series of positive terms converges in
operator norm, uniformly on T2 by Dini’s theorem. 
3. Approximation
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1. We let X be an int-
egrable MN -valued function on the bitorus, and we denote by
KmXh;/ 
Z Z
T2
Xhÿ h0;/ÿ /0 sin
2 mh0=2
m sin2 h0=2
sin2 m/0=2
m sin2 /0=2
dh0
2p
d/0
2p
3:1
its mth Fejer approximant. We have that these converge in L1 to X, soZ Z
T2
Xh;/k ÿ KmXh;/kMN
dh
2p
d/
2p
! 0 m!1 3:2
and, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can ensure that KmjX! X
almost everywhere as j!1.
Now let X be as in Theorem 1, and let S  fh;/ : Xh;/k kMN 6 1g. Using
the spectral theorem, we introduce matrix functions Uh;/P 0 and
Wh;/P 0 such that Uh;/  Xh;/ on S, Wh;/  Xh;/ on (the
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complement) T2 ÿ S, and Xh;/  Uh;/ Wh;/. Without loss, we sup-
pose that S and its complement are of positive measure.
The KmjU and KmjW are positive hermitian trigonometric polynomials and so,
by the results of Section 2, may be approximated uniformly by GjGj and HjH

j
respectively, where Gj and Hj are analytic matrix trigonometric polynomials
with N  Nj matrix coecients. We can introduce analytic trigonometric
polynomials Fj  Gj Hj such that FjF j ! X almost surely and in L1 as
j!1.
To ensure that we have convergence of the logarithmic determinant integrals
in (1.3), we must control the integral of log det KmU over the set S.
Lemma 3. Let U be a measurable matrix function on the bitorus satisfying (1.2)
and for which 06Uh;/6 IN . Then
Km log det Uh;/6 log det KmUh;/6 0 h;/ 2 T2: 3:3
Proof. A real function f is said to be operator convex on 0;1, if
f tA 1ÿ tB6 tf A  1ÿ tf B 06 t6 1 3:4
as hermitian operators, whenever A and B are hermitian matrices with spectra
in 0;1. It is known from [2, Theorem 2.9; 7, p. 553 Exercise 18] that
f t  log 1=t is operator convex on 0;1, and we deduce that
Km log U6 log KmU; consequently
Km log det U  trace Km log U6 trace log KmU  log det KmU; 3:5
as required. In the case of interest we have also log det KmU6 log det KmX. 
Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. We decompose the integrals arising in
(1.3) asZ Z
T2
log det Fjh;/Fjh;/ dh
2p
d/
2p

Z Z
T2
log det KmjXh;/
dh
2p
d/
2p

Z Z
S
log det KmjXh;/
dh
2p
d/
2p

Z Z
T2ÿS
log det KmjXh;/
dh
2p
d/
2p
:
3:6
The latest integral involves the functions log det KmjX, which are bounded
above by cNkKmjXkMN for some constant cN , and hence form a uniformly int-
egrable and almost everywhere convergent sequence of functions on T2 ÿ S.
On the set S, the functions ÿ log det KmjX are bounded above by the
ÿKmj log det U on account of Lemma 3, and hence form a uniformly integrable
and almost everywhere convergent sequence of functions. Hence both se-
quences of integrals on the right-hand side of (3.6) converge as j!1. Hence
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the left-hand side of (3.6) also gives a convergent sequence, and we have
identified its limit. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. Subharmonic determinants
In this section we consider the logarithmic determinant integrals which arise
on the right-hand side of (1.3). In particular, we show that log det FF  is
subharmonic for any rectangular analytic matrix function as in Proposition 2.
Our argument depends upon a formula due to Binet and Cauchy [6, p. 9].
Lemma 4. Let F be a complex N M matrix where N 6M ; and for each subset I
of f1; 2; . . . ;Mg of cardinality N , let FI be the submatrix of F formed from the
columns indexed by I . Then, summing over such I , we have
det FF  
X
I
det FIj j2: 4:1
By the construction, each FF  is invertible at all points on the bitorus.
By Szego’s formula, each det FI is either identically zero, or satisfiesR R
T2
log j det FI j dhd/ > ÿ1 [8]. It follows that det FF z;w 6 0 on an open
subset S of D2 of full Lebesgue measure. At a typical point in S we have
o2
ozoz
log det FF   det FF  ÿ1 o
2
ozoz
det FF  ÿ det FF  ÿ2 o
oz
 det FF  o
oz
det FF ; 4:2
which reduces, on account of (4.1) and analyticity, to the expression
X
J
det FF  ÿ1 o
oz
det FJ
 2 ÿ det FF  ÿ2 X
J
det FJ
o
oz
det FJ


2
; 4:3
where the sums are taken over those J with det FJ not identically zero. By the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (4.1), the expression (4.3) is non-negative, and
so
o2
ozoz
log det FF   o
2
owow
log det FF P 0: 4:4
The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality reduces to an equality only when the se-
quences det FJ J and o det FJ=ozJ are proportional, so the inequality here is
generally strict when we have several J .
It follows that log det FF  : D2 ! ÿ1;1 is upper semicontinuous and
satisfies the mean value property for integrals with respect to volume measure
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log det FF z;w6 1j Bz;w; r j
Z Z
Bz;w;r
log det FF f; gdfdg; 4:5
over all balls Bz;w; r contained in D2. Hence it is subharmonic. See also [3,4]
for results on subharmonic families of norms on vector functions.
Theorem 4. Let X be a continuous and strictly positive hermitian N  N matrix
function on the bitorus. Then Xh;/  F h;/F h;/, where F is a N 1
analytic operator function. Further,Z Z
T2
log det Xh;/ dh
2p
d/
2p
P log det F 0; 0F 0; 0: 4:6
Proof. The existence of such a factorization was given in Proposition 2. Let us
note that by Lemma 4, det FF 1=2 is the limit of an increasing sequence of
finite sums
X
I2K
det FIj j2
 !1=2
; 4:7
where K is a collection of subsets of positive integers with cardinality N . We
can view (4.7) as the Euclidean norm of an analytic vector-valued function
fKz;w  FIz;w I2K . By the preceding argument, or general theory [4,
p. 246], log kfKz;wk is subharmonic, and henceZ Z
T2
log fKh;/k k dh
2p
d/
2p
P log kfK0; 0k: 4:8
Letting K increase, we obtain by the monotone convergence theoremZ Z
T2
log det F h;/F h;/ dh
2p
d/
2p
P log det F 0; 0F 0; 0: 4:9
The stated result follows. 
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